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A YANTRA OF SPEECH MAGIC IN
BALINESE FOLKLORE AND RELIGION

In Balinese Folktales — as in those of all other peoples — there is
a great deal of magic.

When the supernatural giant lizard was ordered to bring ten rice-
rissoles to his future father-in-law, the king — rissoles as big as the
hollowed trees in which women thresh their rice — he said: "Certainly,
it can be done."

Next day, early in the morning, he went to his family shrine and
burnt frankincense, saying: "Wastu, manik sakechap, may there be
rissoles as large as threshing trunks, and may they be able to walk."

And immediately the rissoles appeared.1 . .
We will study the formula wastu, manik sakechap and ultimately

find that it had in its own way an exalted origin similar to that of
the equivalent hocus pocus (hoc est corpus) in European culture.

What does wastu manik sakechap mean?

Wastu is Sanskrit (astu) as might be expected, just as our hocus
pocus might be expected to be Latin. Skr astu means: Be it so.2 Manik
is also a Skr word,3 meaning jewel, but in Bali it is used with a far
wider range of meanings than we find in the Skr and Hybrid Skr
dictionaries.4 Manik had for the Balinese first of all the meaning of
the special part of a grain or a fruit in which the germinating power
is to be found.5 The rice-goddess is called Manik Galih {galih is a
whole grain). Hence it is to be found in the semen virile and in a
chicken's egg and also in magic bottles or jewels containing (according
to folktales) the germ or kernel of fire, in bamboo and even in chalk

1 Satua Berakah, K. ( = Collection Kirtya Liefrinck-Van der Tuuk, Singaradja,
Bali; now Gedong Kirtya, ib.) No. 1752; cf. my 'Sprookjes en Verhalen van
Bali', van Hoeve, 's-Gravenhage, 1956, No. 13.

2 For the various forms of the word in Indonesian languages cp. J. Gonda,
'Sanskrit in Indonesia', Nagpur, 1952, p. 35, 284.

3 From manikya, cp. Gonda, o.c. p. 39, and C. C. Berg, 'Herkomst, Vorm en
Functie der Middeljavaanse Rijksdelingstheorie', VKNAW, Afd. L. NR LIX
No. 1, Amsterdam, 1953, note 105.

4 Monier Williams, F. Edgerton, Yale University Press, New Haven, 1953.
5 Van der Tuuk, Kawi-Bal.-Ned. Wdbk, IV, pp. 502-3.
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or mud. When those bottles or jewels are thrown at a persecutor a
large amount of these materials arises from the kernel.6

An embryo is also called a manik and when a couple longs for a
child they pray for a manik memargi (a jewel able to walk).

We may draw the conclusion that in Bali the manik has come to
mean a germ of life and that it has often lost much of its literal
meaning of an actual jewel.

As for sake chap (always used in connection with manik), its signifi-
cance has been forgotten. (I suggest that the correct form might have
been sakauchap, where sa would have the significance of all and
k(a)uchap would be the passive form of the verbal root uchap, word,
speech. The advantage of this explanation is that no real change of
the word need be assumed to have taken place. Sakechap is only a
slovenly pronounced sakuchapJ It would make excellent sense, as we
shall find; the manik sakuchap (magic kernel of all words spoken, or:
as soon as pronounced) is exactly this: the power that makes all
words effective, their power immediately realised.)

Our giant lizard seems to have this magic power by his very super-
natural nature, though in order to use it he reverently burns incense
at his house shrines.

In other folktales we learn how a less blessed being is endowed with
the manik, e.g. in one of the many stories of The Half One.8

The hero has (as his name shows) only a half-body, split lengthwise.
The Sun God (who was in fact his father) gave him a beautiful new
complete body. When he wished also to marry a beautiful wife, he
meditated until the God who lived on the top of the mountain appeared
to him as an old man. He advised the boy to try to win the king's
daughter by killing the Giant Raksasa. In this way he would become
a king, to the benefit of the world.

"Therefore I will bestow on you a manik sakechap of great magic
power. Come, put out your tongue."

As soon as the old man had said that the boy put out his tongue

8 K. No. 1944; cf. my 'Sprookjes en Verhalen' No. 11.
K. No. 1671; cf. my 'Sprookjes en Verhalen' No. 1.

7 In "Gagelaren Pemangku, dikeluarkan oleh: Dinas Otonoom Daerah Bali
Denpasar", dated 9 Djuli 1958 (stencil), we find in "Purwaning Bawos" the
following passages: kadi ketjap ring adjeng (as said before) and sawireh katah
kaketjap mantra puniki ring pangawit (since many of these mantras have been
uttered in the beginning). Cf. also sakuwuivus in the beginning of the Dharma
Pawayangan texts (K 106 1. l.b; K 1610 1. l.b; private coll. 1. l.a). — The
other day I found: "Wijakti Danghjang Pandita sidhi saketjap, in 'Kitab
Sedjarah Danghyang Nirartha (Peranda Sakti Bawu Rauh' — Bali Mas, 1959,
Denpasar, Bali, II (Durma) v. 34, p. 22.

8 'Balische Verhalen van den Halve' uitgegeven en vertaald door Dr. C. Hooykaas,
van Hoeve, 's-Gravenhage, 1948, pp. 36/37; K. 2075.
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178 JACOBA HOOYKAAS.

and the old man spat on it and told him to swallow the spit.9 The boy
did so and he then worshipped the god, thanking him for the grace
which had been bestowed on him.

When we continue reading the story we.notice that indeed our hero
does not use any force nor any special abracadabra. He simply calls
out: "Hey^ you ugly giant, you are very impudent coming here and
devouring the people and destroying the country. Bow down, kneel,
fold your hands. I am the son of the Sun God!"

Immediately, overcome by the power of the speech jewel, the Giant
obeys.

It will be clear that the manik sakechap, the speech juwel, is'thought
to be a magic force bestowed upon a person by a particular ceremony,
e.g. spitting into his mouth.

It was not only in folktales that the spit of a divine person was
considered as a magic force. We learn from A. Kruyt, that a cowherd
had to spit into a sick child's throat, to give it medicine.10 A middle-
aged Javanese whom we met in 1958 confirmed this belief

But there are stories which describe the tnanik sakechap ceremony
in a different way, e.g. in 'The Orphan', the hero of which tale is pulled
under water while bathing his buffaloes. On the bottom of the brook
he meets the usual old man, God Shiwa's favourite disguise on earth.
The god bestows on him several magic objects and finally tells him
to put out his tongue in order that the god may write a magic sign
(rajah) on it11

Here we may leave the folklore because this is a ceremony that was
still in practice in recent times. Van der Tuuk describes it as follows:12

mawinten, probably from pawinten as krama of pawitra, to be mentally
purijied in order not to be punished for sacrilege when reading scripts
which are considered as sacred, e.g. the parvas. This ceremony does not
only take place at a padanda's, who writes a magic letter on the adept's
tongue by using a flower dipped in honey, but it is also applied in a
temple. One finds also dalangs who have submitted themselves to this
ceremony in order to be able to produce the Chalon Arang (a drama
about black magic, J.H.) and who wear also a chignon (like the pedan-
das.J.H.). The sengguus also are ordained by a pawinten ceremony . . .
The dead bodies of persons who had been submitted to the mawinten
ceremony are not removed during the nyepi (cleansing festival, J.H.).

9 Cp. W. H. Rassers, 'De Pandji-Roman', thesis Leiden, 1922, Antwerpen, 1922,
£iwa bestowed magical power on him by spitting in his mouth.

m Alb. C. Kruyt, 'Het Animisme in den Indischen Archipel', 's-Gravenhage,
1906, p. 62.

a Anak Ubuh, K. 17S9; Cf. my 'Sprookjes etc.' No. 38.
12 Van der Tuuk, KBNWdbk, s.v. winten II in vol. I l l p. 459.
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As winten (inten, krama to Skr hlra) 12 has the meaning of jewel,
we translate the mawinten ceremony as 'the bestowing of the speech
jewel'. The word mariik is used as its synonym. The jewel is considered
as a gift bestowed by a god (panugrahan). In this paper I want to
suggest that jewel should be considered as a yantra.

The word yantra which signifies 'means' is specially used as the
name of a medium used by Yogins as an object for their meditation.
In many cases it can be used as a receptacle for the Ishta-devata, the
special divinity with whom the adept desires to identify himself.

In India an image of a god is often used as a yantra, and so are
different symbols representing the god. The lingga and the yoni are
yantras representing Shiva and Shakti.13

In Avalon's 'Serpent Power' several yantras are to be found in the
form of diagrams representing the six lotuses supposed to be in the
human body.

They are means for the adept to help him in his meditation.
Avalon stresses the point that those diagrams have been made only

for convenience's sake, as a yantra should always be considered as a
plastic object 'The flat drawing is a mere suggestion of the three-
dimensional figure which is the yantra.'14

Was the manik indeed considered as an object on which the adept
had to meditate so as to acquire its qualities and to become finally
united with it?

In order to be able to answer that question I will give some passages
from Balinese tuturs concerned with the jewel.

Obviously I have to deal with the Dalang and the Sengguu, as we
know from Van der Tuuk that they were initiated by the 'mawinten'.
Thirdly I will deal with the Mangku who, I found, stands in a special
relation to the manik.

After having dealt with those three Balinese priests I will add
Javanese material and finally give what I consider to be a striking
parallel with Indian Tantrism.

The Dalang. We have already noticed that the jewel was considered
as a panugrahan, a gift bestowed by a god. It was a part (spit) of the
god himself or a symbolic letter. To the Balinese way of thinking
it was the god himself who entered the adept during the ceremony.
13 Dr. P. H. Pott, 'Yoga en Yantra in hunne beteekenis voor de Indische Archeo-

logie', Brill, Leiden, 1946, p. 30 sqq.
" Arthur Avalon (Sir John Woodroffe), 'The Serpent Power', Madras, 1953,

p. 36, nt. 1.
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180 JACOBA HOOYKAAS.

Therefore one is not surprised to find as the special god for wayang
performers I Dewa Bagus Manik Dalang.15

The Dalang Priest (Mangku Dalang) is the initiated wayang per-
former and is to be distinguished from the dalang without special
initiation. The latter never could perform a wayang performance for
purification (ruwat, sudamala, lukat).16

When the Dalang Priest prepares himself for his function he washes
his face with holy water, sipping some of it with this mantra: 17

I must concentrate my mind on the divine Guru Rika, Kama-tantra;
my voice is the jewel of the eight qualities.

(Again, after the same ceremony of face washing and sipping holy
water:) 1 8

Ong, my Lord,
divine Kama Ratih in my voice,
divine Kama Jaya in my gestures;
all people may acquire oblivion,
forgetting their sufferings ;
thinking of love [they reach] satisfaction,
looking at my gestures,
listening to my singing voice,
love may come.

It even seems that the 'jewel ceremony' was a condition for becoming
a Dalang Priest. The text relating to the matter in question runs as
follows: 19

15 Van der Tuuk, KBNWdbk. s.v. manik II in vol. IV p. 503.
16 Colin McPhee, 'The Balinese Wajang Koelit and its music' in Djawa 16,

1936, p. 6.
17 Dharma Pawayangan, K. 106, lempir 3a: Ingsvm angidepa Sang Hiang Guru

Reka, Kama-Tantra; suaranku Manik Asta-gina.
18 Ong Pukulun,

Sang Hiang Kama Ratih ring suaranku,
Sang Hiang Kama Jaya ring solahku,
moga wastu lali wong kabeh lawan laranira,
menget asih (K. 1610 1.17a adds teka) arena,
andulu, angrungu suara solahku angidung,
teka asih.

19 Yan sira ngasta-kosala/ angregep krama ning daling/ iki kawruhakena ngaran
Sang Hiang Kanchana Widi/ wenang inangge de Sang Dalang. — Yan tan
wruh sira ring Aksara iki/ dudu sira dalang.
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If you are in the possession of the 'Eight Virtues',
(name of a treatise, cf. Leiden and Singaraja-coll.)

and you wish to study the eternal law of dalangship,
this must be understood, [Knowledge,
that they (i.e. the Eight Virtues) are called Divine Golden
and that the dalang has the power to use this.
If, however, you are without knowledge of that Letter,
you are not a (real) dalang.

Before I give the material concerning the Sengguu and the Mangku
I will discuss the texts from the Dharma Pawayangan quoted above.

Manik Asta-gina, Asta-kosala, Sang Hyang Kanchana Widi and
Aksara are apparently all used as synonyms to express the same idea.
It is evident that by Aksara is meant the mystic letter, written on the
adept's tongue at his initiation. By this means, the adept becomes master
of Sang Hyang Kanchana Widi (the Divine Golden Knowledge). This
sounds like the name of a divinity. This is in perfect harmony with
the Balinese belief which looks upon the human body as a microcosm.
In that microcosm the same divinities manifest themselves as in the
wholly parallel macrocosm.

Another name for Sang Hyang Kanchana Widi might be the god
Dewa Bagus Manik Dalang who had a shrine in Buleleng, according
to Van der Tuuk.

As for the words asta-kosala and (manik) asta-gina, meaning the
eight virtues or qualities (gina krama for Skr guna), here we are in
the Tantristic sphere of the asta-devata. The word asta, eight, denoting
the eight points of the compass, here has the significance of cosmic
completeness.

So much for the different names of the jewel.
I will now make some remarks on its nature.

First, it is clearly erotic; the Dalang must concentrate on the Kama-
Tantra and thus become an incarnation of the goddess and the god of
erotic love. I put the goddess first because the Dalang does so, though
he is not conscious of the fact that in so doing he is in accordance with
the Tantristic doctrines which reached his island many centuries ago.

Then he murmurs: 'Divine Kama Ratih [is] in my voice, divine
Kama Jaya [is] in my gestures'. We know by now that the voice is
of primordial importance. I used the expression speech magic, which
is without doubt applicable in many cases. The fact, however, that the

20 Pott, 'Yoga en Yantra', p. 147.
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182 JACOBA HOOYKAAS.

dalang must concentrate indicates that originally the jewel was a yantra.
It was a speech yantra of an erotic nature in close relation with the

goddess of love. Though that goddess of love is called Kama Ratih
we know that behind her hovers that greatest of all, Uma. The words
'asta-gina' and 'asta-kosala' indicate that we have to search in the
direction of the completeness of all virtues and qualities. Uma, Sakti,
was born out of the magic power of all gods. She was the cosmic
divinity in whom all other divinities were absorbed. Mythology tells us
that this is the reason why she carries the symbols which were originally
those of other gods. Indra had yielded her his thunderbolt (vajra),
Varuna the conch, etc.21

The Dalang's words: 'My voice is the Manik Asta-gina' and 'Divine
Kama Ratih (is) in my voice' ultimately have the same significance.

The Senggun. About the second priest who is initiated by the
pawinten I will necessarily be short as I have not yet come across texts
which throw light on his functions. Yet he is an extremely interesting
figure.

He is not a Brahmin and has to sit lower than a Pedanda when
officiating.22 Nevertheless he apparently wears a Pedanda's apparel
when he is performing his office.23

His function is to offer sacrifices to the kalas and bhutas. I suggest
that he is entitled to wear the Siva-apparel because for the Balinese
the kalas and bhutas are intrinsically the same as the gods; they are
only the other side of the divine medal.

The Sengguu has two attributes which are of special interest for
us. They are the white conch (Bal. 'kul putili) 24 and an object which

2 1 J. Knebel, 'De Doerga-voorstelling in de beeldhouwkunst en de litteratuur der
Hindoes', TBG 46, 1903, p. 237.

2 2 Van der Tuuk, KBNWdbk. s.v. sengguu, vol. I l l p. 435. A drawing is to be
found as No. 59 of the book mentioned in next note.

2 3 'Mudra's op Bali, Handhoudingen der Priesters', Teekeningen door Tyra de
Kleen, Tekst van P. de Kat Angelino, 's-Gravenhage 1922, Fig. 58 (Band XV,
Mudras auf Bali, Schriften-Reihe Kulturen der Erde, Folkwang-Verlag,
Hagen i.W. Hollandische Ausgabe. There exists also a German version).

2 4 Though Van der Tuuk in KBNWdbk. only gives alikruik (winkle) as a
meaning for kul, De Kat A. o.c. p. 55 knew (without doubt from his Balinese
informants) that 'kul putihvras used for the white conch in the hands of the
Sengguu's assistant. The full word is kakul putih (low Balinese) and gondang
petak (high Bal .) ; the two synonyms are found for White Snail in a folktale
which will be discussed below.
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Van der Tuuk describes as genta (bells) hanging under a board on
which a tiger image (machan'^an) has been fixed as a handle.

In De Kat's book (last page) we see a Garuda as a handle, where
Van der Tuuk described a machan2an. Goris 2 5 saw a tortoise-shell
used instead of the board, and at another time a wheel (chakra); in
this case a bell was hung on each spoke of the wheel.

The Sengguu has been recognised by Goris as a remnant of a
Visnu-cult. Moens 2 6 gives a lively idea of what kind of Visnuism this
was. About our Sengguu Moens writes:

In Bali there remains much of the Bhairava-belief . . . Is it not
remarkable that even to-day the Sengguu bears the original kala-
chakra-attributes: the white conch (substitute of the Indian Visnu's
sangkha), the hand-drum and the bells (dancing attribute of Siva
Bhairava), hung upon a chakra with a Garuda-handle ?

I can only add that the Sengguu's siva-apparel as well as his name
( = Sang Guru) seem to point in the same direction. We have to do
with a Bhairavacult in which Sivaitic and visnuitic elements are blended.
The two gods had already become one in the Indian Hari-Hara. The
Bhairava teacher was usually a sudra (Moens o.c. p. 529), and so is
the Sengguu.

The Mangku is not mentioned in Van der Tuuk's passage quoted
above. But we know that he also could be initiated by the pawinten
ceremony. The Balinese Mangku knows that his traditions have come
down from a great priest of early times. That priest was called Sang
'Kul Putih. The name is curious. It is the name of the white conch
(Sangkha) to which the Sengguu is entitled.27

We should have expected to see this object in the hands of the priest
who is called Lord White Conch. But it is not there. On the contrary,
the MSS make it perfectly clear that the really initiated Pemangku
should hold a bajra (vajra, thunderbolt) when officiating.

25 'Secten op Bali', in Mededeelingen van de Kirtya Lie£rinck-Van der Tuuk
te Singaradja, 3, 1931, p. 48.

28 'Het Buddhisme op Java en Sumatra in zijn laatste bloeiperiode', TBG 64,
1924, p. 530.

27 Dr. F. D. K. Bosch on.the first page of his 'Notes Archeologiques' IVa in
BEFEO XXXII, 1932, recognised a 'sangkha with a long handle' in a priest's
hand on a temple-relief at Angkor Vat. I owe this reference to Dr. Bosch.
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184 JACOBA HOOYKAAS.

The text relating.to the matter in question runs as follows: 28

The following [rules] have to be considered as the commands of
the gods to their priest. When they come to their place of purification
on earth, they give the thunderbolt for purification to their priest.
When they come to their place for cleansing on earth, their priest is
qualified to consecrate the offerings to the gods, holding in his hand
the thunderbolt of cleansing, which will serve as a means to give him
the knowledge about priesthood, knowing the institutions of the gods.

If he does not hold a thunderbolt in his hands he does not have the
knowledge of priesthood.

In the same context either Mangku 'Kul Putih or the Dalang are
mentioned as examples for the priest to follow. He seems to have a
choice. He may choose 'this book' which certainly gives the liturgy of
Sang Mangku 'Kul Putih. Or he may choose the Dalang's pawinten
ceremony. The text runs as follows: 29

If you will use this book, Mangku 'Kul Putih must be your example.
If not, the Dalang Priest should be your example concerning the ascetic
exercises; you should e.g. bring the offerings for a 'jewel ceremony' etc.

As we have already considered the Dalang Priest's initiation we will
now give some texts with relation to Sang 'Kul Putih, Lord White
Conch.

2 8 Sang 'Kul Putih, K. 420 lempir 2a /b ; Kusuma-dewa-Purana, K. 226 1. l b :
Nihan makapawekas ning Batara ring pemangkunida:
Yan rauh ing patotoyan ida ring madiapada, raris mangichen bajra patotoyan
ring pemangkunida. Yan rauh pasuchian ida ring madiapada, kena pemangkunida
angastrenin pangachi-achinida Batara, angagem bajra patotoyan, makawruha
ring kemangkuan, kewit kretanida Batara.
Yan tan angagem bajra, nora ia wruh ring kemangkuan.

2 9 Yan sira arep anganggo pustaka iki, tirunen Mangku 'Kul Putih. Yan
nora samangkana, sira Mangku Dalang tirunen yasanya, luirnya aturakena
pawintenan, etc.
About yasa (ascetic 'excercises) we find: A Sudra, acting as a Balian
(Medicine-Priest) and handling the usada (writings on medicine), should first
receive/undergo the maurinten. This means that he should keep ceremonial
fastings and far a considerable time stay in house- and village-temples. He
should also live an exemplary life; in short he should follow all prescriptions
in use for a non-Brahmin for becoming a Mangku. Cf. 'De Oesada Sari, een
Balineesch Geneeskundig Handschrift' door Dr. J. P. Kleiweg de Zwaan en
C. Lekkerkerker, offprint from 'De Indische Gids' 1923, April-, Mei- en
Juni-aflevering, p. 6.
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At least twelve tuturs deal with that mysterious personality, and
also one copper-inscription.30

Here I am only concerned with him as far as the manik is involved.
One of the MSS bearing his name begins as follows: 3 1

Here follow the doctrines of the priest the Lord White Conch who
ruled the sanctuary of Besakih. He was completely delivered and
protected the shrines of the gods because he possessed the knowledge
of the duties and institutions regarding the gods.

The gods graciously had bestowed a gift unto the Lord White Conch
by God Madhu-sudana. That gift was called: the Divine Contemplation
of Pure Deliverance. Its color was white as a crystal and its size that
of a kelor leaf. He meditated on it day and night, as it was immaterial
in his mind, a gift from the honoured gods.

used also in the
of this passage:
impression of a

We notice the same word Panugrahan, divine gift,
folktales when the jewel is mentioned. The last words
he meditated on it day and night certainly give the
yantra.

I will give one more passage about the Mangku. It
one where the Dalang, having washed his face with
having sipped some of it, invokes the speech jewel,
both passages indicate the same belief.

The following ceremony is found as a part of the Pemangku-
liturgy.32 Significantly it is called panugrahan:

is similar to the
holy water and
I presume that

3 0 Dr. R. Goris, 'De Poera Besakih, Bali's Rijkstempel', D J A W A 17, 1937,
p. 265 = p. 65 in 'Bali, Bijdragen over Bali en Lombok', Java-Instituut,
Djokja.

3 1 Sang 'Kul Pinge, K. 1298 1. l b : Nihan katatwanira Sang Mangku 'Kul Pinge
(syn. for 'Kul Putih), sang amawa dharma ring Besakih. Siddha-nirmala sira,
angraksa kayangan ing Batara, apan sira wruh ring niti-krama ning Dewa.
Sinungan 'nugraha den pada Batara sira Sang 'Kul Pinge, denka Batara
Madhu-Sudana ( = Visnu or Kfsna). Sang Hiang Suchi-nirmala ngaranya.
Aputih warnira luir sphatika, gengnya saruaning kamaranggi; ia ta angidep
raina-wengi, sinuksma ring ajfiana, panugrahan pada Batara Sang Sinuun.

3 2 Sang 'Kul Putih, MS Kirtya 420 1. 3b; K. 226 1. 2b/3a:
Ong, — Ang, Ung, Mang,
Siwa, Sada-Siwa, Parama-Siwa,
ring bayu, sabda, idep,
Suddha tataning wigena, ya namah,
siddhisuara 33, ya namah,
wenang ganal, wenang alit,
wenang sor, wenang luur,

. paripurna ya namah, suaha.
Iki kaidepanya, Siwa ring bau kiwa, Sada-Siwa ring bau tengen, Parama-Siwa
ring Siwa-duara, masarira kabeh. Iki sariranya:
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After having washed your face three times with holy water with
flowers in it and having sipped from it, contemplate the mantra:

Ong, — Ang, Ung, Mang,
Siwa, Sada-siwa, Parama-siwa;
in force, doctrine and mind

ya namah;
may my voice be effective,33 ya namah;
[Siwa is] able [to manifest himself]
in this world and in the invisible world,
in the depth and in the height,
perfect, ya namah swaha.

(the MS continues with the following explanation:)

Here one should realize [that] Siwa [enters] the left arm, Sada-
siwa the right arm, Parama-siwa the top of the skull (the 'Siwa-gate'),
all of them having a body. Their bodies are as follows:

Ong, Ang, Ung, Ong Ang Mang,
which is called Sang Hiang Suchi-nirmala.
It appears as a diamond, mysteriously enveloped in the

Priest White Conch.

The divinity in the priest's body in the two fragments is called by
the same name: Sang Hiang Suchi-Nirmala, Divine Pure Deliverance.

The two descriptions of the manik also harmonize: it is like a white
jewel.

The second fragment mentions that Sang Hiang Suchi Nirmala,
shining as a diamond, has certain letters as bodies. This is an entirely
Tantristic conception; Mantra and Devata are one and the same (Ser-
pent power p. 37). We here remember the different appearances of
the Dalang's 'manik', of which the Aksara (Mystic Letter) was one.

We find that the power of the voice was supposed to be given by
the jewel to the Mangku as well as to the Dalang.

This ceremony took place after a few preliminary rites consisting of
spreading the mats, and sweeping and arranging the offerings, but
before the important mantras had to be recited to bring down the gods
for the festival.

Ong, Ang, Ung, Ong, Ang, Mang,
Iki Suchi-nirmala ngaranya.
Rupanya putih kadi winten, piningit denira Mangku 'Kul Putih.

33 The word siddhi-suara, meaning having an effective voice, is not found in
the dictionaries. Originally it might have been siddhisvara, Lord of Magical
Power, Name of &iva (Monier Williams).
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In order to recite those mantras the Mangku first had as it were to
revivify the jewel with the holy water. By that ceremony he became
what is usually called siddhi-mantra.

Sang 'Kul Putih is too complicated a figure to be discussed here at
length. I will only mention his seemingly contradictory features in
order to gain a better understanding of the jewel.

With Berg (o.c. n. 251) I have come to the conclusion that Kuturan
(the legendary Buddhist founder of the Besakih-temple) and Sang
'Kul Putih are the same person. For in some Balinese tuturs it is said
that Kuturan, soon after his arrival from Java, was praised as Sang
'Kul Putih.34 So we may consider Sang 'Kul Putih as Kuturan's
initiation name.

From the Usana Bali 35 it appears that God Pasupati was considered
as the god who founded Besakih, and that he was worshipped as a
lingga. In all MSS mentioning Sang 'Kul Putih his puja is directed to
Sang Hiang Pasupati.

Another feature is that the Besakih-temple was founded by Kuturan/
Sang 'Kul Putih on a graveyard.™

Moreover, at his initiation he was given the jewel by the God
Madhu-Sudana, Visnu, as we have already seen.

In the Usana Bali as well as in modern tuturs he is not a Buddhist
monk, but he is always mentioned together with his wife (salakibi).

Last but not least, he has a vajra as a token of his priesthood.
So we find a married, Buddhist priest, founding a temple on a

graveyard on the instigation of Pasupati, the lingga-god, but also in
close relation with Visnu and bearing a vajra.

Similar syncretistic personalities are found in the late Middle Ages
in Java and elsewhere in South East Asia; the Javanese king Krtana-
gara, then e. g. his contemporary Kublai Khan, and the 14.C. Sumatran
king Adityavarman.

Moens discussed their religion in his fascinating article about Bud-
dhism in Java and Sumatra in the last period of its flowering. He
demonstrated how

a strongly Visnuitic-coloured Buddhism could blend with the Java-
nese Sivaism and only so, because the latter possessed similar tendencies.

34 K. 1298 1. 2a: Mpu Kuturan duk idane bau rauh kastawa sira sang
'Kul Putih.

3r> R. Friederich in TNI IX/3, 1847.
36 K. 1298 1. 2a: Kapekpekang parhiangane didalam setra.
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Namely by the influence of Bhagavatism on Sivaism as well as on
Buddhism the distinction between the two doctrines of salvation had
become small. So for a devotee there needed exist no difference between
the two 'ways' leading to a final liberation. This was a union with Siva
who was Buddha, actually Siva-Buddha.

The conception of Siva and Visnu being interchangeable can only
exist with a sect which considers these two gods as equal. Consequently
such a sect acknowledges a form of Hari-Hara as the Supreme God,
being half Siva half Visnu. The worshipping of Hari-Hara was adopted
at an early date in India . . . .

The Buddhistic equivalent of Hari-Hara is, obviously, a double god,
where the Hari-side has been taken by his Buddha-avatara. It is
understandable that such a Siva-Buddha, having emerged from a siva-
Visnu, should be a mighty Bhairava. . . .

A Buddhism, which reckoned such a Bhairava among its pantheon,
must have been a tantrayana. It is highly probable that it was one of
the innumerable sects of the Kala-chakra-tantra Buddhism. These sects
abound in South-Indian sakti-liturgies . . . .

In this mystic Buddhism also the sakti plays a principal p a r t . . . .
The Siva-Buddha with Arddhanari qualities, who plays such a prin-

cipal part in Kala-chakra Buddhism, when an Adi-Buddha, is called
Vajradhara. In those tantras he is to be understood as the buddhistic
lingga-bearer . . . .

All the Bhairava-forms of the Adi-Buddha have the qualities of the
God of the graveyards . . . .

The graveyard has the esoteric meaning of the spot where the bond
with the earthly existence is severed without the necessity of finishing
that existence by a cremation of the body (in order to acquire the state
of jivanmukta).

So much for Moens, to whose article I have been able to do only
partical justice by my necessarily fragmentary translation. Even so,
all the seemingly incongruous features of our priest seem to be covered
by Moens' explanation.

Moreover, Sanskrit Buddhist texts, found in Bali, prove that this
highly heterodox Buddhism has indeed, at one time, been professed in
the island.37

Nowadays the Buddhist priest in Bali still bears the bajra, showing
himself to be of the same religious descent as the Tibetan and the
Nepalese priests.38

That bajra is no longer Indra's sceptre, but a vajrayanist's token

3 7 F. D. K. Bosch, 'Buddhistische Gegevens uit Balische Handschriften,'
M K N A W , Afd. L., 68 B No. 3, Amsterdam 1929.

3 8 Pott, o.c. pi. X V I b ; and D. L. Snellgrove, M. A., Ph. D., 'Buddhist Himalaya',
Oxford, 1957, pi. 38a.
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of priesthood. According to a significant myth every god ceded his
symbol to the Almighty Mother, Uma, Sakti, ParvatI, or whichever of
her hundred names one wishes to give to her.

Did Visnu also yield his white conch to her ?
There exist several strong arguments that this indeed was the case.
In Java also we find the conch shell as an object of worship on

Hindu-Javanese monuments.39 That conch shell is often winged. But
in Java not only is the conch found as a divine symbol, but also the
snail, with a halo around it, which carries the conch. That symbol of
a haloed snail, carrying its shell, is found repeatedly as an ornament
on a chandi-wall, and also in the hands of portrait-statues of kings. It
alternates in the statues with a lotusbud as a symbol of deliverance.

Moens suggests that the snail with its conch as a haloed symbol of
deliverance might be 'a Saiva-pratistha. Pratistha means here: the
realisation of the union of the pitha, symbol of Sakti, with the lingga,
Siva's symbol.' 4 0

Returning to Bali, we first found that the Dalang was initiated by
a manik of eight qualities, which points to Siva and his Sakti; this
jewel was certainly of an erotic nature and it was a means of speech
magic.

We secondly found the Sengguu in his Siva apparel, sacrificing to
the Kalas and bhutas, and having the White Conch as ritual object.

At last we found the priest with the very name White Conch, who,
like the other two priests, is in possession of the mystic divine symbol
which has entered his body. Was it not Sakti's yoni?

About Sang Mangku 'Kul Putih Moens' paper made me doubt
whether he was not rather a Lord White Snail than a Lord White
Conch. We know that this symbol was a bajra. In the ceremony he
handles this bajra as a bell to call the gods. The vajra and the bell are
considered as a Siva/Uma pratistha in itself, according to Sylvain
Levi; 4 1 'le vajra et la cloche forment un couple organique comme le
lingga et le yoni. Le vajra, ma le . . . la cloche, l'element f eminin.. . '

Moreover, the word Kakul Putih is known, as meaning (also) a
White Snail. A folktale42 tells about such a white snail, found by a
man in his paddyfields. He was going to take it home to make a nice

3 9 J. L. Moens, 'Hindu-Javaansche Portretbeelden', TBG 58, 1918, p. 504; to the
pp. 493-526 of this paper I owe this part of my study.

4 0 Moens, o.c. p. 508.
4 1 'Le Nepal', Paris, 1905, II p. 17.
4 2 Kirtya No. 2081.
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dish of it as it was extremely big. The White Snail, however, suddenly
addressed him with human speech. He told the man that his daughter
had been seduced by a cursed demon, a Batara Papa. That wicked
divinity could be delivered only by the two feelers of the Kakul Putih,
which were changed into daggers.

I wonder whether this story is not a reminiscence of an Uma/siva-
pratistha. In Bali there might have been similar images as have been
found in Java. People might have wondered what those enormous
snails in their haloes meant. So the story might have originated. But
this is sheer supposition.

Having dealt with the material I found about three Balinese priests
and the jewel, I will give a curious parallel I found in Indian Tantrism.

In the 'Serpent Power' the following passages are to be found,
describing the lowest lotus or chakra in the human body:

(p. 341) [In the Mula-dhara] constantly shines the beautifully
luminous and soft, lightning-like triangle which is of erotic nature
{kQma-rupa) (my italics)..

(p. 347). Like the spiral of the conch-shell, Her [Shakti's] shining,
snakelike form goes three and a half times round Shiva and her lustre
is that of a strong flash of young lightning. Her sweet murmur is like
the indistinct hum of a swarm of love-mad bees. She produces "melo-
dious poetry and Bandha (a class of literary composition in which a
verse is arranged in the manner of a diagram or a picture) and all
other compositions in prose or verse in sequence or otherwise in Sans-
krita, Prakrita and other languages.

(p. 355) By meditating thus on her, who shines within the Mula
Chakra with the lustre of ten millions suns, a man becomes Lord of
Speech and king among men and an adept in all kinds of learning.

So much for the 'Serpent Power'. That (red; Plate II) speech
yantra is also known in Tibetan Vajrayana Buddhism: [Outside and
above] there is the red Mandala of Speech with eight points. At the
Eastern point is Kama-rupa . . .4 3

The concordance with the Balinese texts is evident. By meditating
on a divine shining symbol of erotic nature a man becomes Lord of
Speech.

The Balinese Religious Literature knows about the chakras described
43 A. Avalon, 'Tantrik Texts VII, A Buddhist Tantra', London, 1919, p. 31. —

In Balinese religious writings the manik is white, but we recently found a
love charm with the words: Aku Hiang Manik Abang (I am the god of the
red jewel; oral tradition).
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in 'Serpent Power' and uses almost the same names for them.44 Several
MSS deal with the Mula-dhara 4 5 which is regarded as being in the
sphere of physical love. The Mula-dhara is square and therein is life
in the form of a triangle. The Mula-dhara is somewhat like a lotus
with four leaves on which the letters wa, sa, sa and sa are inscribed
as well as the Dewa Batara Gana.46

Comparing this description of the Balinese Mula-dhara with the
diagram in 'Serpent Power' (pi. I I ) , we notice that the square, the
triangle within it, the elephant and the letters on the four leaves are
the same in both cases. When we realise that of those four letters three
were the different sibilants of the Skr which could not convey much
to the Balinese, we marvel at the tenacity of tradition.

Moreover we feel encouraged in trying to understand Balinese
tradition by comparing it with Indian Tantrik texts. Both sources
co.nfirm that the adept should concentrate upon a shining object of
erotic nature to become Lord of Speech.

Finally we will consider the shape of that object.
In 'Serpent Power' (p. 347) we read: 'like the spiral of a conch-shell

Her shining, snakelike form etc ' The spiral of the conch shell suggests
the snake, who was Kundalini or Sakti. This suggestion was sufficient
to make the conch shell a symbol of the Goddess. The conch shell was
the tri-kona in a plastic form. It was a symbol of the womb, the yoni.
As such it was of an erotic nature (kama-rupa). The conch shell was
a Sakti yantra.

We may now come to the conclusion that:
Indian Tantrism possesses a Sakti yantra of an erotic nature, situated

in the Mula-dhara, in the shape of a conch. This yantra makes a man
who meditates on it a Lord of Speech. Its colour is red and shining.

Balinese religion is acquainted with the same yantra. Though not
connected any more with the Mula-dhara, it has nevertheless kept its
erotic character as well as its power over the adept's voice. In Bali too
it had originally the shape of a conch. In Bali it has become a symbol
of the highest deliverance. Therefore it was as a white and shining
jewel.
Ubud, Bali, January 1959. JACOBA HOOYKAAS.

4 4 Wolfgang Week, 'Heilkunde und Volkstum auf Bali', Stuttgart 1937, pp. 89-90.
R. Gods, 'Bijdrage tot de Kennis der Oud-Javaansche en Balineesche Theologie',
Thesis Leiden 1926, Leiden 1926, p. 63. .

4 5 Muladhara Kalepasan K. 1465; MuladharaK. 16; Geguritan MuladharaK. 1286.
4 6 Week, o.c. p. 89. .
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